The key to the target detection of infrared sea ship is real-time, fast and efficient detection of the real goal. The BING method, which introduces the binarization approximation calculation, can quickly detect target. But for infrared images, the approximate calculation also brings some shortcomings. The approximation of the gradient feature makes the overall gradient of the image amplitude decrease and some of the smaller gradient edge details disappear, so that leading to the weak distinguished ability. Based on the BING algorithm, we propose an improved BING algorithm which can quickly extract the candidate regions of infrared ship images. In the normed gradients(NG) feature, we introduce the Laplace difference operator and use the two-level cascaded SVM to learn them. Experimental results have shown that our method is effective and rapid to extract the region of interest (ROI) of the target ship.
INTRODUCTION
As one of the important field in computer vision, target detection has made great strides in recent years. Among them, as a specific application in target detection, the target detection of infrared sea ship is also one of the hottest issues in the field of computer vision. At present, the mainstream methods of the target detection of infrared sea ship are based on scanning part of image window [1] [2] using the special classifier, the amount of scanning data is very large and the process is time-consuming. Therefore, the study of reducing the scanning window for classifiers is increasingly popular [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Among them, the literature [4] show us the "objectness measure", that is, the possibility of the target existing in a window. In literature [10] , Cheng Mingming et al. proposed a general objectness estimation method which named BING method is based on the normed gradients feature. First of all, the BING method uses a simple and fast 64-dimensional gradient feature. Then, it is fed into a two-stage cascaded SVM classifier to learn and get the linear template. At last, it uses the learned parameters to effectively calculate the objectness score for each image window. A remarkable work of the BING measure is to propose an accelerated feature version, which greatly improves computational efficiency. However, BING feature would lose a part of discriminative ability due to the approximation of the normed gradients feature. The key to the rapid detection of the BING method is that it introduces the approximation of binary operation, which greatly reduces the time of feature extraction and testing. At the same time, for the infrared image, the approximate calculation also brings some shortcomings. The approximation of the gradient feature makes the overall gradient of the image amplitude decrease, and even lead to some of the smaller gradient edge details disappear, so that the distinguished ability decline. To overcome the shortcomings of the BING algorithm, we present an improved BING algorithm for infrared sea ship target detection. Firstly, for the NG feature, the Laplace difference operator is introduced to enhance the details of the image. Secondly, for a different degree of image enhancement, a variety of feature maps can be obtained, and then a two-stage cascaded SVM classifier is used to model each feature, and then the corresponding model parameters can be learned accordingly. Finally, these models are combined to score, and using the learned parameters to effectively calculate the objectness score of each image window, then we can quickly extract the candidate regions of target. Figure 1 shows the general flow chart of this algorithm. The training process based on improved BING can be described as follows. In the given series of infrared ship images which have description of image window position, the real target is used as the positive sample. At the same time, 100 non-target windows are randomly selected as negative samples in each image, and their gradient norm features are extracted. The Laplace operators are introduced for NG features, and then a two-stage cascaded SVM classifier is introduced to model each feature. Correspondingly, it can learn a simple template and different model parameters, and use the learning parameters to effectively calculate the objectness score of each image window and quickly acquire the target candidate area. As demonstrated in Fig. 2 , objects are stand-alone things with well-defined closed boundaries and centers [11, 13] . When resizing windows corresponding to real world objects to a small fixed size, the norm of the corresponding image gradients becomes a good discriminative feature, because of the little variation that closed boundaries could present in such abstracted view. The proposed NG feature, as a dense and compact objectness feature for an image window, has several advantages.
ALGORITHM BASED ON THE IMPROVED BING ALGORITHM
(1) No matter how an object changes its position, scale and aspect ratio, its corresponding NG feature will remain roughly unchanged because of the normalized support region of the feature. In other word, NG features are insensitive to change of translation, scale and aspect ratio, which will be very useful for detecting objects of arbitrary categories. And these insensitivity properties are what a good objectness proposal generation method should have.
(2) The dense compact representation of the NG feature makes it very efficient to be calculated and verified, thus having great potential to be involved in real-time applications.
Feature improvement: Laplace difference operator
In order to achieve the goal of fast calculation, the BING method approximates the gradient feature, and uses the binary operations to limit the gradient value from the range of 0-255 to the range of 16-240 because it takes the first four bits of 8 bits so that the overall gradient of the image amplitude decreases and some of the smaller gradient edge details disappear, leading to the weak distinguished ability. And the infrared image itself has the shortcomings that detailed information on the performance is not obvious, low contrast, poor imaging effects and so on. Therefore, this paper presents an improved method of feature, adding the Laplace difference operator to enhance the robustness to the infrared image. Firstly, the image is subjected to Gaussian convolution filtering for noise reduction, and then the Laplace operation is used to detect edge. If there is a bright spot in a darker area of the image, then the Laplace operation will make this bright spot brighter. Because the differential operation can highlight the details of the image and make the image become more clear, and Laplace is also a differential operator, its application on the infrared image has a very good effect on detail enhancement.
Cascade SVM
To learn an objectness measure of image windows, we follow the general idea of the two stages cascaded SVM.
Stage I.
We learn a single model w for using linear SVM [12] . Select all real object windows from the training samples, the positive samples are normed gradients feature which introduced into Laplace operator under the real object window and its quantization window, while the negative samples are randomly selected 100 windows from the background of every image. But these windows must have less than 50% overlap with the actual object window. We introduce LIB-SVM [12] for further testing template training. As with BING, this paper also reconstructs the template into a fixed size(8 × 8), which will facilitate computational efficiency.
Stage II. Using the model of the first stage to traverse the quantized size for obtaining the filter score, and select the window position with the higher score in the image according to the non-maximal suppression(NMS). Comparing the window position mapped to the original image with the real object marked box, if it overlaps the real object window with more than 50%, it is considered that the cascade SVM classifies correctly, and it is affixed with a positive sample label, otherwise it is affixed with a negative label. Finally, we use these positive labels and negative labels into the linear SVM training to get different learning coefficients and bias coefficients.
Extract the target candidate box
By analyzing a large number of results of BING algorithms, it is found that the scale of candidate regions decreases with the decrease of objectness score. Sort the region's objectness score in descending order, as shown in Figure 3(a) , the first 1% of the candidate boxes will cover most of the targets. But the sizes of the candidate boxes are too large and contain too much information. They are not conducive to the extraction of the target candidate boxes. By analyzing the results, as shown in Figure 3 (b), 1% to 2% of the candidate boxes can better cover the whole target information，a roughly extracted target candidate area can be got by a further scanning. Figure 3 (c) is a plot of the candidate boxes between 2% and 3%, they are less accurate for the target coverage and are ignored when the target candidate area is extracted in order to reduce the computational burden; as shown in Figure 3 (d), 5% to 6% of the candidate boxes are too small, and not suitable for the target candidate boxes extraction.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Experimental platform consists of visual studio 2012, opencv2.4.9 and MATLAB2014a software. The computer processor configuration includes the 3.2GHz, 4-core Inter Core CPU and Windows7 operating system. In this paper, we carried out a series of experiments on dataset of the infrared sea ship. As is shown in Table 1 , this dataset contains only one category of infrared ship, a total of 954 images, training sample dataset having 477 images, test data set owning the other half. The size of these images is general, as for the infrared photos, which is about 640 × 480. The target detection has a very big challenge due to good quality images used to do training and poor quality images used to do the test. In this paper, the detection rate (DR) is used to evaluate the fast and efficient performance of the algorithm. The result of the BING algorithm and the improved BING algorithm are shown in Figure 4 , it is clear that recall rate in the improved algorithm is significantly faster. The number of test image Figure 5 The results of BING algorithm(red line) and the results of improved BING algorithm(blue line).
As is shown in Figure 5 , the increase in the number of detections incurs the leap of the detection rate of target detection. When a certain amount is reached, the detection rate (DR) remains unchanged. But the improved algorithm detection was significantly faster. The effect of the improved algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an improved BING algorithm for target detection of the infrared sea ship. This method uses objectness method to detect and extract the candidate area of the ship target, achieving the sharp reduction in the number of sliding window's searching targets, and improving the detection speed of the ship on the infrared sea. At the same time, the normed gradient feature and the Laplace operator are used to make the detection result better in the infrared image. Evaluation results using the infrared sea ship test dataset and the evaluation metric(DR) show that this method can greatly shorten the detection time.
It is worth noting that there are a variety of ways of combining this method with others, and how to further analyze and use the specific kind of objectness measure test results in the algorithm, how to learn from each other, and how to improve the real-time property and accuracy deserve further studies to be addressed.
